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Clinical Voice Disorders
1990

praise for the previous edition should be a part of every voice
therapist s library american journal of otolaryngologythe fourth edition
of clinical voice disorders is an up to date practical reference for the
management of voice disorders caused by structural and neurologic
etiologies as well as psychogenic disorders the book provides a solid
foundation for understanding the relationship between biology and
clinical assessment how neuromechanism relates to disorders and the
complex nature of behavioral voice disorders and treatment an expanded
collection of clinical case studies provides the valuable opportunity to
work through real life examples of frequently encountered problems new
to this edition is a dvd rom with videos that provide a window into
clinical interviewing enabling viewers to observe dr aronson s
techniques and approaches to therapy additional chapters on the dvd rom
present the evolution and embryology of the larynx and respiratory
system covering vital respiration respiration for speech and the anatomy
and physiology of phonation demonstrations of vocal fold vibratory
patterns stroboscopic examples of various pathologies and audio samples
of dysarthric voices enable clinicians to apply concepts presented in
the text highlights detailed presentation of the voice examination
evidence based approaches that guide the reader through decision making
and to the confident selection of treatments and therapies new chapter
presenting the special considerations for treating the professional
singer in depth coverage of the laryngeal and respiratory anatomy and
physiology topics frequently omitted in textbooks on voice disorders
nearly 200 photographs and illustrations demonstrating key concepts
ideal for students in graduate level speech language pathology programs
and clinicians treating patients with voice disorders this multimedia
resource is indispensable for mastering the philosophy and clinical
management for the full range of clinical voice pathologies

Clinical Voice Disorders
2011-01-01

since this book was first published four years ago there has been a
considerable upsurge of interest in the field of both normal and
abnormal voice production tangible evidence of this lies in the
publication of the journal of voice in the united states and in the uk
the formation of the british voice association this organization has
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attracted an increasing membership from professionals involved in all
aspects of voice care and use actors and singers laryngologists and
speech therapists teachers and phoneticians the association holds
regular study days holds an annual two day symposium and publishes a
newsletter which attracts entries from this broad spectrum of
professionals we have also seen an increase in the number of specialist
voice clinics and in the two final chapters in this book a contrast is
presented between such a specialist setting and the more typical clinic
that operates in the majority of general hospitals this last chapter now
contains a breakdown of voice referrals over an eight year period which
must represent a unique published study in this country there still
remains however little research into the management of voice disorders
there is clearly a need for more efficacy studies into specific
treatment methods and the single case study designs developed in the
field of aphasia would seem to be appropriate here

Voice Disorders and their Management
2013-11-11

treatment of voice disorders second edition presents the entire range of
behavioral medical and surgical voice treatment options from the
perspective of a variety of specialist practitioners with exceptional
breadth and clarity as suggested in the opening chapter contemporary
treatment of voice disorders draws on interdisciplinary expertise and
the book is true to that perspective the team approach to voice
treatment is realized through the contributions of laryngologists speech
language pathologists singing voice specialists nurses physiotherapists
acting voice trainers and others the reader will find discussion of
various treatment procedures including surgical pharmacological and
behavioral this text presents essential information that allows for the
effective interaction of various specialties for example behavioral
specialists can draw on the information that is given on surgery trauma
and injury and medications this book is at once a template for team
based treatment and a deep informational resource for treatment
alternatives its scope and depth make it a book that the voice
specialist will want to keep close at hand new to this edition new
content on topics such as technology in the studio and pedagogy for
children many topics have been expanded to highlight current practices
to include information published since the previous edition and to
present current management approaches chapters have been rewritten
extensively to include the most current techniques and to reflect the
latest beliefs and practices as well as the most recent information from
the evolving literature in this field chapter 16 on nutrition has been
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completely rewritten and includes important changes in criteria and
strategy reflecting developments in nutritional science over the past
decade new material on topics such as choral pedagogy for geriatric
singers laryngeal manipulation and cosmetic procedures and their
implications for voice professionals treatment of voice disorders second
edition is ideal for speech language pathology students and clinicians
and is suitable for classroom use as well as for reference it is an
essential volume for anyone concerned with voice disorders

Diagnosis and Treatment of Voice Disorders
2014-05-01

there has been a tremendous growth of interest in the human voice and
its disorders during the past decade this has led to the development of
a variety of voice labs or voice clinics that are able to offer unique
interdisciplinary assessment and treatment facilities to cover ajlthe
bases the voice care team requires input frorn laryngology speech
language pathology psychiatry neurology voice science music pedagogy
biomedical engineering and other peripheral fields because of the
multidisciplinary nature of voice dinics there have been a number of
books written that address our subject from different professional
perspectives these tend to be multi authored works that draw on
expertise from around the world such as alaryngologist frorn new york a
speech pathologist from toronto etc all are cojleagues that share
similar interests but never actually share the management problems of
the same patients this book has been planned and written by the members
ofa single voice clinic iit is our hope that it willreflect a singleness
of direction and purpose in the way it presents our approach to a
complex topic because of our regular interactive meetings over problem
patients inwhich we debate the meaning of our observations the evolution
of etiological dassification systems and the rationale for particular
therapy approaches we feel that we have become a team that is greater
than the sum of its parts and that there is value in sharing our
cumulative thoughts with others this is not simply a laryngology text
for laryngologists

Treatment of Voice Disorders, Second Edition
2017-10-20

with voice disorders fourth edition authors christine sapienza phd and
bari hoffman phd have created a comprehensive package for learning the
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authors uniquely blend voice science with voice treatments ranging from
traditional interventions to recent advances in cellular therapies
muscle strength training and treatments for special populations the text
has been extensively updated with clinical evidence based information
and comes with videos audio files and case studies this fourth edition
offers a comprehensive combined study of the respiratory laryngeal and
neurological subsystems for voice therapy approaches are categorized in
terms of type such as physiologic combined modality and hygienic the new
edition expands the approaches to voice therapy and better defines
clinical decision making with information about humanistic communication
strategies adherence and the multitude of variables that influence
patient outcomes new to the fourth edition the anatomical illustrations
are now in color updated throughout to reflect the current state of
research in the evaluation and treatment of voice and upper airway
disorders many new references depicting evidence based outcomes updated
clinical guidelines and position statements a thoroughly revised chapter
on voice therapy extensive content added on gender affirmation the role
of the slp along with various evaluation and therapy approaches more
laryngeal images and endoscopic examinations expanded coverage of
contemporary phonosurgery approaches and the role of the slp pre and
post surgery extensively expanded material on head and neck cancer and
alaryngeal communication disclaimer please note that ancillary content
such as documents audio and video etc may not be included as published
in the original print version of this book

The Management of Voice Disorders
2013-11-11

to date there are 300 disorders associated with voice but until now
there has never been a published reference manual that classifies these
disorders borrowing from the successful organization schema of the
american psychiatric association s diagnostic statistical manual dsm the
classification manual for voice disorders i provides the framework for
classifying voice disorders using the following criteria for each
disorder essential and associated features vocal impairment clinical
history and demographic profile course and complications medical and
voice differential diagnosis and severity criteria classification manual
for voice disorders i is a project of asha s special interest division 3
voice and voice disorders div 3 originally directed by contributing
authors moya andrews diane bless daniel boone janina casper leslie glaze
mike karnell christy ludlow and joe stemple the text was edited over a
period of several years by the authoritative group of voice disorders
professionals including katherine verdolini clark rosen and ryan branski
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this version represents the fields of speech language pathology voice
science and otolaryngology cmvd i lists most conditions that may
negatively affect the ability to produce voice based on the most current
knowledge these conditions comprise 30 structural pathologies 25
neurological disorders 20 aerodigestive conditions 13 psychological
disturbances 15 systemic diseases four inflammatory processes four
traumatic conditions and five miscellaneous voice disorders cmvd i is a
must have resource for professionals who specialize in voice disorders
especially speech language pathologists and otolaryngologists the handy
organization of this reference makes it a convenient and accessible
resource for voice coaches and teachers of singing it will also be
invaluable as a textbook in master s level communication sciences
programs throughout the world proceeds received by division 3 will be
used to support the mission of special interest division 3 which
provides continuing education and networking opportunities to promote
leadership and advocacy for voice issues from professional clinical
educational and scientific perspectives

Pediatric Voice Disorders
2008-03-03

an essential resource for clinicians of varying levels of experience
from student to very specializer working with voice disorders provides
practical insight and direction into all aspects of voice disorders from
assessment and diagnosis to intervention and case management this second
edition retains the successful format of mixing theory and practice a
melding of scientific knowledge with clinical art which was such a
feature of the first edition in recognition of changes in practice and
theory over the past decade it contains a wealth of new up to date
evidence based material this blends with a practical approach to
clinical efficiencies and management of the voice service the second
edition of working with voice disorders provides a sound theoretical
framework to this specialism and also offers a rich variety of tried and
tested practical and photocopiable resource material which is the result
of the authors wide experience accumulated over several decades in the
field of voice therapy the multi dimensional structure of the manual
allows the clinician to look not only at specific aspects of patient
management but also at aspects such as clinical effectiveness clinical
efficiencies and service management the authors aim is that this
resource should provide clinicians with a pragmatic patient centred easy
to use and accessible resource facilitating and informing decision
making along the clinical journey from referral to discharge the
contents of this title include anatomy overview the spectrum of voice
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disorders the case history assessment treatment strategies management
strategies service provision over 50 pages of practical photocopiable
exercises photocopiable appendices voice care advice voice disorders
summary chart voice assessment sheet voice record sheet and voice diary

Organic Voice Disorders
1971

this interactive workbook style text highlights important concepts in
the evaluation and treatment of voice and laryngeal disorders it
features 24 case studies for 11 disorders plus audio samples to help
students and entry level clinicians become familiar with a broad
spectrum of voice disorders diagnostic report information and treatment
plans it is an ideal review tool for those seeking certification five
sections cover case studies evaluation treatment learning opportunities
and unsolved case studies to build clinician knowledge and practical
skills speech disorders across the life span are detailed through
overviews efficacy data to support therapy techniques case studies and
pre and post therapy audio samples case studies teach students to
analyze and describe disordered voices and engage in diagnostic and
treatment plan processes accompanying cd contains 30 audio samples of
voice disorders solutions to labs and unsolved case studies electronic
copies of evaluation forms and other resources to be used in the
clinical setting clinical forms and templates are included for use in
assessing and treating various speech disorders pediatric and adult
unsolved case studies require students to solve problems develop
treatment plans and refine clinical writing skills via written summaries
recommendations and goals unsolved case studies encourage critical
thinking problem solving assessment and clinical documentation skills
essential for clinical practice addresses clinical competencies in voice
resonance and alaryngeal speech as specified by asha knowledge and
skills acquisition kasa summary form for certification speech language
pathology praxis exam topics are addressed to prepare students for the
exam

Voice Disorders, Fourth Edition
2020-12-23

this book provides a state of the art account of voice research and
issues in clinical voice practice the contributors are all voice experts
and bring a range of international perspectives to the volume which
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includes chapters focusing on australia belgium brazil china hong kong
israel japan the uk and the usa this is a pioneering work that brings
together previously unpublished cutting edge research and evaluations of
clinical practice

Classification Manual for Voice Disorders-I
2014-04-08

now in its 3rd edition this book emphasizes the physiological
perspective of voice disorders the behavioral emotional factors that can
influence these changes coverage includes in depth explorations of
patient interviewing history taking examination testing

Working with Voice Disorders
2017-07-05

a multimedia reference for current approaches in assessment and
treatment the fourth edition of clinical voice disorders is an up to
date practical reference for the management of voice disorders caused by
structural and neurologic etiologies as well as psychogenic disorders
the book provides a solid foundation for understanding the relationship
between biology and clinical assessment how neuromechanism relates to
disorders and the complex nature of behavioral voice disorders and
treatment an expanded collection of clinical case studies provides the
valuable opportunity to work through real life examples of frequently
encountered problems new to this edition is a dvd rom with videos that
provide a window into clinical interviewing enabling viewers to observe
dr aronson s techniques and approaches to therapy additional chapters on
the dvd rom present the evolution and embryology of the larynx and
respiratory system covering vital respiration respiration for speech and
the anatomy and physiology of phonation demonstrations of vocal fold
vibratory patterns stroboscopic examples of various pathologies and
audio samples of dysarthric voices enable clinicians to apply concepts
presented in the text highlights detailed presentation of the voice
examination evidence based approaches that guide the reader through
decision making and to the confident selection of treatments and
therapies new chapter presenting the special considerations for treating
the professional singer in depth coverage of the laryngeal and
respiratory anatomy and physiology topics frequently omitted in
textbooks on voice disorders nearly 200 photographs and illustrations
demonstrating key concepts ideal for students in graduate level speech
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language pathology programs and clinicians treating patients with voice
disorders this multimedia resource is indispensable for mastering the
philosophy and clinical management for the full range of clinical voice
pathologies

Voice and Laryngeal Disorders
2007-01-01

the voice is a central part of identity connection and communication as
such the psychological effects of a voice disorder especially for
individuals who use their voices professionally can be profound and wide
reaching the second edition of psychology of voice disorders is a guide
for healthcare professionals who care for patients dealing with vocal
issues including mental health professionals speech language
pathologists physicians and other members of the medical team psychology
of voice disorders was the first book to offer insights into the
psychology of patients with voice disorders including the interaction
between the disorder treatment and patient self esteem the revised
edition builds on the features of the original to provide comprehensive
support for professionals treating voice disorders new to the second
edition new coauthor johnathan brandon sataloff md three new chapters o
research approaches in the intersection of voice disorders and
psychology o psychiatric manifestations of medications prescribed
commonly in otolaryngology o trauma in voice a completely rewritten
chapter on psychoactive medications and their effects on the voice
providing the most comprehensive overview of the topic available updated
information on psychological assessment for patients with voice
disorders revised and expanded chapters covering common medical
diagnoses comorbid psychopathology special considerations for voice
professionals and psychogenic dysphonia added materials on current
approaches to assessment and treatment

International Perspectives on Voice Disorders
2013-01-15

this edition has been extensively rewritten in order to reflect the
changes in clinical practice and learning methods which have taken place
since the 5th edition was published the seventeen chapters are divided
into three sections normal voice descriptions of the various types of
voice disorders and the methods of treating abnormal voice a profile
summary of each voice disorder is provided for easy reference and
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comparison and tables are used throughout the text new laryngeal images
and electroglottographic interpretations have also been included the
current emphasis on evidence based practice is addressed in the review
and descriptions of intervention strategies used in voice therapy

Understanding Voice Problems
2006

this book comprises 50 tips for speech and language therapy
practitioners who are new to or less experienced in working with adult
voice disorders it considers the full clinical pathway from assessment
to management and on through to discharge packed with easily accessible
practical hints about therapy and useful self development activities for
the reader sections cover reflecting on the normal voice doing therapy
assessment management specific diagnoses professional voice users
professional liaison learning from clients the resource concludes with a
handy appendix providing further reading and useful resources presenting
diagnosis specific and client group specific tips alongside widely
applicable guidance this is a go to book for accessible and practical
support for voice newbies

Clinical Voice Disorders
2011-01-01

written for slps who care for children with vocal disorders this is the
second book by the team who wrote pediatric voice disorders this new
publication is specially designed for slps to have access to the medical
information at a special price to that end certain chapters have been
removed from pediatric voice disorders which focuses on the techniques
of surgical care and other chapters have been reshaped to highlight
issues of office based diagnosis and intervention several new chapters
have been added including a fascinating and comprehensive chapter by
katherine verdolini which reviews the literature regarding voice therapy
in children as well as an additional chapter on the work up and
treatment of children with velopharyngeal insufficiency the authors have
provided a cross fertilization of thoughts and ideas that comes from
putting together a seemingly diverse group of specialists and having
them focus on specific pediatric disease based and pediatric voice
pathology based topics within this book members of each specialty attend
to these questions and comment upon how the specialties can best work
together towards obtaining diagnoses and rendering unified and
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comprehensive treatment

Psychology of Voice Disorders, Second Edition
2020-06-08

for speech science students studying voice disorders and voice disorder
professionals wishing to stay updated with research in the field a
detailed look at voice disorders that brings the knowledge of speech
language pathologists and medical professionals together for a fuller
picture of causes evaluation and treatment this book integrates a
comprehensive and in depth discussion of the anatomy physiology and
neurology of specific voice disorders including causes symptoms
evaluation and treatment approaches discussion of multicultural
perspectives evidence based practice quality of life and the who
international classification of functioning disability and health
provides readers with a current framework for clinical management all
inclusive current and user friendly this first edition text provides a
solid foundation for both normal structure and function of the
respiratory and laryngeal systems as well as details on specific voice
disorders and best practices for clinical management

Greene and Mathieson's the Voice and its
Disorders
2001-06-08

information for the speech clinician to aid in finding identifying and
managing problems in voice

Navigating Voice Disorders
2022-12-13

this book reviews the interface between the traits of civilization and
voice it addresses concepts such as where the human voice stands in
society and what the impact of civilization is on voice as a means of
communication across diverse cultures social hierarchies and religious
practices understanding voice disorders in the context of civilization
traits and changes and analyzing the impact of those traits is
invaluable for otolaryngologists speech language pathologists voice
teachers and others engaged in the diagnosis treatment and or training
of patients with dysphonia the book highlights cross cultural variations
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in voice acoustics and self perceived dysphonia and the impact of
religious observance on voice this information is crucial in
differentiating the normal voice from the abnormal given differences
associated with various civilizations and cultures traits of
civilization and voice disorders provides a far reaching perspective on
the interface between the human voice and its surroundings as a result
this book is situated as an invaluable resource for otolaryngologists
speech language pathologists and voice teachers in the diagnosis
treatment and training of patients with voice disorders

Vocal Arts Medicine
1994

text on the current trends in prevention assessment diagnosis and
treatment of voice disorders for students and clinicians in speech
language pathology or otolaryngology

Clinical Management of Children's Voice
Disorders
2010-03-01

this volume provides a comprehensive review of causes of voice changes
in athletes and coaches the clinical presentation of laryngeal
dysfunction and its different treatment modalities the authors discuss
the predisposing factors of these changes including the use of anabolic
steroids and highlight the pathophysiology of voice disorders in sports
occupational voice users who very often need to vocalize outdoors and or
while performing strenuous exercise over noise chapters cover the
literature on vocal health risk factors in the sports industry the
common phonatory disturbances in athletes fitness instructors and
coaches sports related laryngeal trauma the impact of sports related
musculoskeletal injuries on phonation vocal fold dysfunction in athletes
as well as the adverse effect of anabolic steroids intake on
occupational voice users an updated brief review of the anatomy and
physiology of phonation with guidelines on the work up and treatment of
common laryngeal pathologies in patients with voice disorders is
included a well focused description of the interplay between
musculoskeletal injuries hyperkinetic body behavior laryngeal
hyperfunction and voice disorders in athletes and coaches is also
provided and the prevalence and pathophysiology of exercise induced
laryngeal dysfunction is discussed in depth the text concludes with a
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thorough examination of laryngeal trauma in athletes clinical
presentations diagnostic work up and management voice disorders in
athletes coaches and other sports professionals will be a go to resource
for otolaryngologists laryngologists speech language pathologists voice
therapists sports occupational voice users sports medicine physicians
and physical therapists

Clinical Management of Voice Disorders
1996

voice disorders advances in research and treatment 2012 edition is a
scholarlypaper that delivers timely authoritative and intensively
focused information about voice disorders in a compact format the
editors have built voice disorders advances in research and treatment
2012 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you can
expect the information about voice disorders in this ebook to be deeper
than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable
authoritative informed and relevant the content of voice disorders
advances in research and treatment 2012 edition has been produced by the
world s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and
companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it
is written assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and
available exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with
authority confidence and credibility more information is available at
scholarlyeditions com

Voice Disorders
2012

the definitive evidence based resource on the diagnosis and treatment of
voice disorders laryngeal function and voice disorders basic science to
clinical practice by renowned experts christopher watts and shaheen awan
focuses on the latest developments in the assessment and management of
voice disorders new asha practice recommendations are included in
accessible digestible and didactic content this unique multimedia
resource merges historical facts and experiential understanding with
recent advances in scientific knowledge and evidence based practice
patterns the book includes discussion of the anatomical physiological
acoustic aerodynamic and imaging science informing the understanding of
vocal function in normal and disordered states major technical
components of voice evaluation are covered including perceptual analyses
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acoustic analyses aerodynamic analyses and laryngeal visualization key
highlights case studies reinforce evidence based approaches clinical
relevance and practical applications discussion of laryngeal disorders
laryngeal evaluations laryngeal endoscopy and stroboscopy and voice
rehabilitation voice and airway impairment evaluations diagnostic and
treatment processes and options available to speech language
pathologists guidance on collaborating with medical specialists in
particular otolaryngologists videos and sound files aid in the
understanding of the perceptual and acoustic components of voice
evaluation this highly practical reference is a must have for upper
level undergraduate students in communication sciences graduate students
in speech language pathology and practicing health care professionals
otolaryngology and neurology residents and physical therapy doctoral
candidates will also find this resource beneficial

Clinical Management of Voice Disorders
1975

voice therapy clinical case studies fifth edition provides both the
student and the working clinician with a broad sampling of management
strategies as presented through clinical case studies by master voice
clinicians laryngologists and other voice care professionals through
concise patient histories pre and post treatment evaluations and
tailored therapeutic approaches this classic text addresses assessment
management as well as treatment and therapy approaches for a range of
voice disorders muscle tension dysphonia glottal incompetence and
neurogenic disorders and professional voice care new to the fifth
editionan expanded discussion of the principles of successful voice
therapy including issues of self efficacy and patient responsibilities
for their own care chapter 1 an introduction to the concept of meta
therapy those clinical and personal characteristics that go beyond the
therapy technique to make patients more flexible and competent users of
their own vocal instruments chapter 1 cases describing new evidence
based therapies such as conversation training therapy and lax vox
therapy chapters 3 and 4 new cases describing treatments for chronic
cough superior nerve paralysis and vocal tremor in a singer chapters 5
and 6 a new chapter on a non traditional therapy delivery model
telepractice and therapeutic challenges not previously discussed
treatments for enhancing the transgender voice pervasive vocal fry and
muscle tension dysphagia chapter 8 the fifth edition of this text has
been extensively revised and updated and includes 54 case studies and 7
case vignettes sampling a wide variety of voice disorders with various
pathologies etiologies and therapy techniques through a systematic case
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study format 64 voice experts and master clinicians have provided
detailed descriptions of voice assessment and management approaches and
techniques it is the ideal text for both students learning the basics of
evaluation and treatment of voice disorders and practicing clinicians
providing voice care

Traits of Civilization and Voice Disorders
2022-11-14

now in full color more than any previous edition this new book includes
major changes to benefit both the student and the instructor a classic
work now in its sixth edition clinical voice pathology theory and
management is a compilation of the authors vast clinical and research
experiences and addresses a considerable range of voice disorders in
various populations and from various etiologies including medical
environmental social psychological occupational and idiopathic threats
to vocal health the text continues to be organized for the graduate
speech language pathology student and instructor building the
foundational knowledge necessary to evaluate and treat voice disorders
including history and common causes of voice disorders anatomy and
physiology of voice production pathologies of the vocal mechanism and an
extensive array of evaluation and management approaches in addition the
text continues to provide background in caring for the professional
voice and those patients presenting with head and neck cancers new to
the sixth editiona new chapter introducing the slp s responsibilities
with trach and vent patientsupdated references throughout the text to
reflect the current state of clinical research in evaluation and
treatment of voice disordersexpanded voice therapy chapter including new
evidence based management approachesuse of call out boxes throughout the
text to highlight cases encourage additional thought and suggest
additional readingsfull color throughout the text including new figures
and artwork to enhance learning and understanding of the materialvideos
of laryngeal pathologies whether a typical voice user occupational voice
user elite vocal performer head and neck cancer patient or an individual
who has lost the ability to communicate competently and confidently due
to a detrimental voice change each patient presents a unique diagnostic
dilemma how best to return the voice to its optimal condition this text
thoroughly prepares the speech language pathology student to answer this
question through a systematic development of the knowledge base
necessary to evaluate and manage voice disorders with numerous full
color images and multiple case examples clinical voice pathology theory
and management sixth edition not only maintains but significantly
improves on the standards set by its previous editions as the primary
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text for a graduate level course in clinical voice disorders disclaimer
please note that ancillary content such as documents audio and video etc
may not be included as published in the original print version of this
book

Disorders of Voice
1972

this book focuses on the epidemiology treatment and long term outcomes
of voice disorders the first chapter proposes evidence based therapy for
glottal incompetence which reflects the dysfunction of the vocal folds
on voice and swallowing chapter two presents an overview of the
epidemiology diagnosis management extraction techniques adjuvant medical
therapy and prevention of laryngeal papillomatosis in children chapter
three presents the latest investigation results related to speech and
language pathology intervention in childhood dysphonia and presents
assessment protocols and therapeutic approaches commonly used in voice
disorders within the pediatric population chapter four provides a voice
analysis of primary school pedagogues in the czech region of ostrava

The Voice and Voice Therapy
1977

new edition of a reference for clinicians that contains the most
pertinent voice information deem speech communication disorders u of
kentucky and speech language pathology clinical services u of kentucky
hospital and miller speech language clinician present ten chapters that
discuss introductory material anatomy and physiology of voice production
the voice evaluation phonotrauma and trauma related dysphonias voice
therapy treatments for phonotrauma disorders of vocal resonance
laryngectomee rehabilitation and functional psychogenic spasmodic
congenital and neurogenic dysphonias spiral binding annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Voice Disorders
2018

introduction the concept of occupational voice disorders philippe h
dejonckere people using their voice professionally are at risk for
occupational voice diseases and require specific prevention and
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treatment was the topic focused on by the third pan european voice
conference organized in august 1999 at utrecht university the present
book includes the main tutorial lectures with reviews of the most
relevant research data and opinions regarding this specific area of
concern occupational voice users include not only singers and actors but
also teachers politicians lawyers clergymen telephone operators etc 1
the pathogenesis of voice disorders in such patients can be primarily
related to their occupation and thus after adequate differential
diagnosis these need to be recognized as true occupational diseases in
the same way as for example occupational hearing loss 2 a surfeit of
information is available on the potential damage from exposure to
excessive noise levels 3 4 noise induced hearing loss is generally
recognized as a typical occupational disease the relationship between
dose and effect is clear as is documented in publications by the
international organization of standardization iso 5 the dose combines
intensity and duration and therefore the concept of dosimetry is of
major importance also of importance is the definition of the safe limits
for exposure to noise however factors regarding individual
susceptibility to noise and the reversibility of early effects also have
to be considered as well as possible preventive indices of noise induced
hearing loss 6 in some but not all respects noise induced hearing loss
may be considered as a useful model for occupational voice disorders
epidemiology titze 7 compared the percentage of the us working
population and of the voice clinic load for different occupation
categories for example telephone marketers constitute only 0 78 of the
total workforce but 2 3 of the clinic load teachers represent 4 2 of the
us workforce and 20 of the voice clinic load studies based on
questionnaires have suggested that teachers and aerobic instructors are
at high risk for disabilities from voice disorders and that these health
problems may have significant work related and economic effects 8 9 for
example russel et al 10 investigated the prevalence of self reported
voice problems in teachers 16 of teachers reported voice problems on the
day of the survey 20 during the current teaching year and 19 at some
time during their career roughly speaking we can conclude from the
several studies published during the 1990s that about 20 of teachers
experience voice disorders 11 voice dosimetry objective measurement of
vocal use and vocal load is necessary for the identification of
activities and working conditions that are at risk voice dosimeters can
provide information on the total vocalization time and sound pressure
level over a whole working day in a real life situation 12 14 just as
noise dosimeters define acceptable levels of noise exposure voice
dosimeters help to define the average acceptable limits for vocal load
hyperphonation repeated mechanical vibrations transmitted to the body
tissues by engines or machines are known to be able of eliciting in
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certain conditions specific kinds of pathology which are also considered
to be occupational diseases 15 16 the vibration may involve the whole
body e g in a vehicle or mainly the hand wrist elbow or shoulder hand
held power tools there are standards in the field of occupational health
that stipulate the acceptable limits for tissue acceleration values
depending on the frequency 17 titze s calculations suggest that the risk
of damage from tissue vibration is exceeded by occupational vocalists
such as telephone marketers and teachers 18 in the last few years much
new and important information has materialized on the dangers of
hyperphonation i e loud and prolonged phonation beyond the physiological
range laboratory experiments on canine larynges hyper phonated in vivo
under anesthesia demonstrated obvious damage to vocal fold epithelia 19
the basement membrane shows early lesions and seems to be particularly
sensitive 20 a clinical study by mann et al 21 in drill sergeants
demonstrated significant increases in vocal fold edema erythema and edge
irregularity and decreases in vocal fold mucosal wave and amplitude of
excursion following a five day training period voice fatigue relief and
recovery according to titze 18 two different aspects must be considered
muscle fatigue the muscle chemistry needs to be reset for the following
contractions epithelial cells may die and be shed due to repeated
traumata new cells have to develop underneath collagen and elastin
fibers may have separated from the structural matrix of the lamina
propria and have to be removed and replaced by the fibroblasts detached
protein debris will be removed and re used by the fibroblasts to make
new protein fibers that will support the connective tissue structure
therefore minor destruction and repair is continuous can the
regenerative processes keep up with the destructive process and what are
the physiological time constants in these processes when there is damage
to the joints ligaments tendons or other connective tissue the recovery
time will be proportional to the amount of localized tissue injury that
has occurred if muscle fatigue is the only complaint the recovery period
required will probably be shorter hypothetical curves for tissue injury
and the recovery period for human phonation have been suggested by titze
18 nevertheless vocal fatigue is still difficult to identify in
practical and clinical situations and buekers has questioned the
clinical relevance of voice endurance tests 13 14 environmental factors
the relative humidity of the air affects vocal function the most common
subjective complaints of teachers with regard to their working
environment are the dryness and dustiness of the air professional
singers note that singing is more difficult in a dry environment dry air
puts an increased strain on the phonatory apparatus and raises the
demands on its efficacious and appropriate use 22 the human voice is
very sensitive to decreases in the relative humidity of inhaled air
because in experimental conditions even after short provocation a
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significant increase in perturbation measures has been found 23 noise is
also a very common and relatively well known risk factor in the working
environment of professional voice users it has been observed that the
sound level of the speaking voice significantly increases in ambient
noise levels starting from 40 db a about 3 db for each 10 db increase in
ambient noise due to the lombard effect 24 25 in kindergartens for
example noise levels have been found to vary between 75 and 80 db a 26
27 effects of stress mendoza and carballo investigated the effects of
experimentally induced stress on voice characteristics 28 in conditions
of stress induced by means of a stressful environment and cognitive
workload tasks they observed 1 an increase in f o with respect to
baseline 2 a decrease in pitch perturbation quotient and in amplitude
perturbation quotient 3 a lower presence of turbulent noise in the
spectral zone in which the existence of harmonic components is not
expected 2800 5800 hz with respect to harmonic energy in the 70 4500 hz
range 4 an increase in harmonic energy in the 1600 4500 hz range with
respect to harmonic energy in the 70 1600 hz range the increase in f o
seems to be considered a universal indicator of stress and of cognitive
workload as is the lowering of f o perturbation the response to a
stressful stimulus demands a high level of activation which in turn
produces elevated ergotropic arousal that would cause an increase in the
tension of the vocal muscles producing a higher and more tense voice
mattiske et al 29 report that teachers seem to experience a significant
degree of stress during their work 30 and there is some research
evidence that anxiety and stress are associated with the development of
voice problems 31 marks 32 compares teachers voices with those of nurses
and finds that psychological stress is reported more frequently by
teachers there are indications that stress psychological tension
personality and other psychological factors may play an important role
in voicing problems among teachers 30 33 34 vocal fold lesions
phonotrauma may result in typical vocal fold lesions to be interpreted
as a direct consequence of mechanical stress and or as tissue reaction
to that stress vocal fold nodules and polyps are classical examples 35
36 but also contact ulcerations granulomas of the vocal processes 35 36
37 if not induced by acid re flux vocal fold hemorrhage is generally
consecutive to acute phonotrauma 35 depending on reversibility and
context microsurgery may become indicated as an important element of the
treatment 38 39 care and cure patients with occupational voice disorders
should benefit from specific medical and paramedical treatments as well
as from technical aids with respect to their particular pathogenesis
there are major economical aspects at stake and occupational
rehabilitation plays an important role in a few cases compensation and
professional re orientation is necessary outcomes of the various
possible treatment strategies have still to be investigated however
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prevention is still essential there are indications that vocal hygiene
education programs could improve the voice by reducing vocal abuse in
daily life and by practising specific strategies to maintain classroom
order and to reduce the use of the voice during teaching 40 further
research is needed to demonstrate the usefulness of prevention
strategies on the incidence of actual voice disorders
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